


Google, Facebook and Twitter
are The Taliban of the Internet
 

By Dee Lunsy

 

An extremist cult of delusional pseudo social justice
warriors have been found to be headed by the organizers
and owners of Google, Facebook and Twitter.

These three companies work together, in coordinated
media manipulation efforts, to attempt to rig politics,
elections and public perceptions for their own
profiteering purposes.

These companies were not happy simply selling a service
or product. They had to combine religious ideology and
election rigging with corporate nihilism. They must be
put out of business!



How Tech Companies are Helping Hillary -
New Hampshire Review

Those are just a few of tech companies, ... Naysayers moan that it's business as usual.

The Clinton campaign is just how politics looks in the tech era.

https://newhampshirereview.com/politics/tech-companies-helping-hillary-r...
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What tech companies share with police to
combat terrorism

What tech companies share with police to ... Technology companies have been

blamed again for not doing enough ... But despite the political and public ...

https://www.ft.com/content/c6314de4-4b6a-11e7-919a-1e14ce4af89b
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Trump's executive orders
pull tech companies into politics | Network
World

As President Trump issues executive orders affecting the tech industry, such as the

one on immigration, tech companies find themselves pulled into the world

of politics.

https://www.networkworld.com/article/3162931/lead
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https://duckduckgo.com/?q=tech%20companies%20rig%20politics+site:www.networkworld.com&t=hf


Is data the new oil? Big tech companies face
political pressure

Is data the new oil? Big tech companies face political pressure

https://www.cnbc.com/video/2017/10/09/is-data-the-new-
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Tech companies in the city: the backlash -
Financial Times

US Politics & Policy US Companies ... Bank analyst very proud of his cryptocurrency

mining rig ... While big tech companies are trying to manage the backlash ...

https://www.ft.com/content/ef4c49fe-980e-11e7-b83c-9588e51488a0
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The Other Elephant In the Voting Booth:
Big Tech Could Rig The Election ...

Politics; US News; World News; Media ... The Other Elephant In the Voting Booth:

Big Tech Could Rig The Election. Home » US News » The Other Elephant In the Voting

...

patdollard.com/the-other-elephant-in-the-voting-booth-bi...

re results

Driverless technology in cars - Business
Insider

Politics ... Here's all of the self-driving tech companies are currently using ...

prominently spinning on a rig bolted to the ...

businessinsider.com/driverless-technology-in-cars-2016-9?
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Tech giants get deeper into D.C. influence
game - POLITICO

Tech giants get deeper into D.C ... and a slew of new tech companies dipped their

toes into politics for the first time ... Internet and tech companies are a bigger ...

https://www.politico.com/story/2015/01/tech-lobby-apple-amazon-fac...
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Why tech companies are getting political
(Opinion) - CNN

(CNN)President Donald Trump has tried to court executives of technology companies.

Before he even took office, he hosted the heads of such companies as ...

https://www.cnn.com/2017/02/03/opinions/why-tech-companies-ge...
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Tech companies take part in digital protest
against Trump ...

Dozens of major tech companies on Wednesday are taking part in a digital protest.

They are opposing proposals by the Trump administration to roll back Obama-era net

...

abc30.com/politics/tech-companies-take-part-in-digi..
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